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Apple today announced three brand new iPhone models - the iPhoneX, iPhone 8 and iPhone 8 Plus. Of course, there are three new phones available for all major U.S. carriers, but what about smaller mobile operators? Well, we can say that XfinityMobile (launched earlier this year by Comcast) will sell the iPhone 8 and iPhone 8 Plus later
this month. Xfinity plans to release the iPhone 8 and 8 Plus on September 22, as will Apple and other carriers. Both devices will be available for pre-order online and in stores from 15 May 2017. Pricing details have not been shared, but Xfinity is likely to go at Apple's official prices: the iPhone 8 from $699 and the iPhone 8 Plus from $799.
Xfinity doesn't mention the iPhone X, but that doesn't necessarily mean it doesn't sell it. As you know, Apple will launch the iPhone X after the iPhone 8 series, on November 3, so there's still time for Xfinity to see if it can offer it as a mobile phone, too.Comcast is working with Xfinity Mobile as an MVNO (mobile virtual network operator)
that provides wireless services using Verizon's LTEnetwork plus about 18 million Wi-Fis across the U.S. For more information about XfinityMobile, see the second source link below. Xfinity Mobile has already sold all the iPhone models that Applecurrently has in stock, from the iPhone 7 and iPhone 6s series to iPhoneSE. Of course, the
company also has cutting-edge Android handsets in its lineup, including the Samsung Galaxy S8 and Galaxy Note 8 (the new note is only available for pre-order, but it will be launched properly on September 15). Sources: Press Release (Business Wire), Xfinity Mobile SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER! Comcast executives drafted
San Francisco 49ers legend Dwight Clark to show new improvements to their Xfinity Sports App on the cable TV company's X1 video platform. The demo took place at the 49ers' new home in Levi's Stadium in Santa Clara, CA on Wednesday. Comcast is bulking up its on-screen sports app, tossing colorful stats, more scores, and easier
access to find other games to watch. These new features are already live in Major League Baseball and the most prominent football leagues, while more are coming in the NFL and college football season ramps up. The sports app uses real-time data to provide eye-friendly graphs, graphs, and other statistical measures about player and
team performance. For example, you get a statistical probability about who wins the game, which changes according to how teams work in real time. In baseball, you can see where the batter is more likely to connect to hit, for example, and during a football game, you can call up the quarterback completion percentage. There is also a
great emphasis on fantasy sports, real-time stats for individual players. Comcast's New Xfinity sports experience puts live player stats on the slide-out menu. Comcast partnered with Philadelphia startup OneTwoSee to meet its goals. OneTwoSee brings together sports data different platforms, making it an eye-catching format that should
appeal to hardcore stat geeks and casual fans alike. Clark, a two-time Super Bowl champion, said the stats he sees using his Xfinity service at home are the type of information he wished he was playing. He recounted during his NFL days the need to wait until the plane trip back to analyze the just concluded game in this way. I'm now
seeing stats watching [the Xfinity sports app] so you don't really know that you need it until you experience it that way, he said. Derek Walter Comcast demoed the new X1 sports features at Levi's Stadium in Santa Clara, CA, home of the San Francisco 49ers. The fantasy part has the most potential for a deeper tie with other services. For
example, current fantasy point calculations are based on standard point values in popular leagues such as Yahoo. If I was playing fantasy baseball, I'd like to see my own team work. OneTwoSee CEO and co-founder Chris Reynolds said such partnerships could make sense along the way. The goal of the platform is to humanize the stats,
making them visual and easy to decipher, he said. There's definitely other room for improvement, as many stats, like drive summaries, would say the narrative of the game even better if you could expand them and get more accurate information. Comcast's Silicon Valley Innovation Center Executive Director of Product Management
Preston Smalley said the plan is to collect usage data to determine which parts of the interface viewers use the most. They are then targeted for future innovations. Derek Walter New features are now available for Comcast Xfinity X1 subscribers. Press the special button remote control to launch the app, then you can cycle through
various leagues and games. If you have an MLB Extra Innings package that serves up every game, you can go over to review another game with this interface. The new sports app will be live streamed for those who subscribe to one of Comcast's X1 packages. More features are rolling out for the NFL and NCAA Football seasons starting
this fall, Smalley said. Also, live scores come from the top football leagues in Spain and Mexico. Interactive scores are already here in the English Premier League and Major League Soccer. Note: If you buy something after clicking on the links to our articles, we can earn a small commission. For more information, see our partner link
policy. Comcast recently announced that Xbox users who subscribe to the company's Xfinity TV service will now have access to Xfinity On Demand content from their Xbox 360s - and that doing so will not be counted against your 250GB data cap. The cable provider's new policy has touched down with a firestorm of criticism from net
neutrality advocates, who point to the decision as evidence of how toothless the FCC's Open Internet rules are. One of the challenges of discussing net neutrality is that situations such as difficult to understand. Comcast gives its Xbox-owned subscribers access to content without taking into account their download quota. On its own, it's
great, but the bigger trends are disturbing - even harmful. This is Comcast's first attempt to distinguish between the bits it offers for free and the ones it doesn't. The company claims that content is supplied over our private IP network and not on the public Internet, but that makes a meaningless distinction given that Comcast owns the
entire pipe and can arbitrarily create private networks at any time it's convenient to do so. Such images explain net neutrality, but don't assume that the end user is the person billed.Comcast's FAQ strongly means that Microsoft will somehow compensate for the new service; the document states several times that the Xfinity app is only
available to those with an Xbox Live Gold subscription. Streaming from the Xfinity site or using the Xfinity application is still done over the public Internet and goes down from the user's bandwidth quota. For companies like Comcast that have railed against the concept of being a pipe, Microsoft's decision to pay it for free access to Xbox
Gold users is a major coup. Once Microsoft is on board, Comcast has taken the first steps to create a pay to play environment. Good companies, i.e. those who want to pay for the privilege, are bundled and offered as part of a premium access package where customers pay an extra fee for unmetered access to certain sites. For once,
even Apple iPad owners have been left out cold. This hurts consumers in two ways. First, it creates a toll structure where every start-up or new data service has to pay Comcast tax or risk being stifled by its own success, as angry customers blame the nascent company for high bills or degraded service. Secondly, it creates a market
where companies have a huge incentive to misplace the risk of broadband use so that a higher price range would seem more attractive. The best part about such a service is that it doesn't require Comcast to reduce its existing 250GB cap or try to provide a premium service with lower latency and better service guarantees. The FCC's
discussions on net neutrality last year showed that both options are very unpopular with consumers and, in some cases, technically difficult to achieve. Selling you the right to unmetered access, on the other hand, is easy. Comcast does not have to lie or even obfuscate; selling to consumers services they don't need and never take
advantage of are practically enshrined in the U.S. Constitution. The ad copy almost writes itself: Want to stream HD TV shows and movies on your phone or tablet, but worried about bandwidth? The new Comcast XFinity Pass will take care of it. For just $4.99 a month, you can stream all the Xfinity TV you want - or $9.99, get unlimited
streaming from YouTube, Netflix, Blockbuster, Vudu, DailyMotion and the film service. Would there be a handful of users who take advantage of such offers? Sure. It always is. But the vast majority of people who signed up for such a service would have to pay extra money for something they have already bought. There are only two
existing market forces that should dictate the price of broadband – time and quantity. Of these two, the first is more important than the last; The limit price for the extra 1MB/s bandwidth in downtown San Francisco is much higher at 4:30 p.m. than it is at 4:30 p.m. The free Xfinity service for Comcast's Gold Xbox Live subscribers is a nice
deal, and in itself, but it's the first step in monetizing the idea that Comcast has the power to determine which bits are free, and which are not. This gives the company a sledgehammer wield price negotiations and an artificial carrot it can sell to customers who are only vaguest to the idea of how much bandwidth they use. This creates an
additional nebula between the actual costs of access to the network and what customers perceive as a fair market price, and it serves someone's best interests - except Comcast itself. Yourself.
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